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Electronic or mechanical driven

brandrapier conversion kits®

NEW WARPING/BEAMING  DEVICE®

For normal wrapbeams, ring-warpbeams and cannister-
warping. This new warping device is controlled and 
driven by a brushless Servomotor and is suitable to beam 
each wire diameter on normal or ring-warpbeams with 400 
mm., 450 mm. and 600 mm. diameter and cannister up to 
800 mm. outside diameter. The beaming carriage and the 
beam are driven by electronically controlled 5 kW motor 
with an adjustable speed control. The pitch and number of 
turns settings for the upwinding are inserted by a keyboard 
and a grading device controlls constantly the wire tension.
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OR = warping device
E = electronically
200 = warping width max. canister (max measure on request)

suitable for canister;
steel supporting structure;
steelmade sideframe, supporting all transmission parts
warping carriage – width: 200 mm, complete with:
- chrome plated beam for the warp-wire tensioning
- 1 slanting reed
- 1 grading device

linear guides, alu-profi le made, suitable to support the warping carriage

switchboard with all electronically control parts, complete with:
- pushbutton panel fi tted on the carriage, complete with:
pushbutton for operating reverse operating -  impulse operating
- programming keyboard  and a microprozessor
- display with 16 keys (2 lanes) which shows the setted data, the
alarms, the  speed and the memory stored programmes
- setting possibility of following data:  warping turns
- speed: turns/minute or  meter/minute –   acceleration ramp and
deceleration ramp
- warp-wire breaking control

This warping device (beamer) can be programmed and controlled 
by the keyboard.

  
Electronically driven and controlled warping device (beamer)
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NEW WEFT WIRE PREPARING DEVICE PRESPOOLER 

T300® T600® AND T1000®

suitable for each kind of metal wires, synthetic 
yarns and natural fi bers:

T300 for diam. from 0,05 up to 0,40 mm.
T600 for diam. from 0,40 up to 1,60 mm.
T1000 for diam. from 0,40 up to 2,00 mm.

The weft spool-support accepts wire and yarn spool with 360 mm. diam. and more. 
The wire/yarn upwinding operates on separate loops. The prespooler is 
controlled and driven by an electronic motor with setting possibility for manual or 
automatic weft preparing. The weft reserve is controlled by a mechanical microswitch and 
the speed adjustment by a potentiometer. The prespooler has enough power to allow to 
unwind  while the weft spool is turning. This avoid is possible jamming in the weft-
preparation. Assembled to electronically driven, TRINCA looms, the prespooler speed 
can be connected with the running speed of the weaving machines.

The TRINCA Company in Lurate Caccivio (Como) Italy present, further to their new, 
electronically driven and controlled weaving machines, also new system and equipment, 
which allows Manufactoring Companies to increase their competitiveness with higher 
efficency and production performance.

Conversion kits for old weaving machines with a new bandrapier system mechanical driven or 

by servomotors with electronic control.

These preassembled kits allows very short conversion times of the old looms and 
also fast widht adjustments during the future normal weaving process. Together 
with these mechanical or by Servomotors and electronic driven 
bandrapier devices, can be mounted also a pneumatic weftwire/
yarn preparing and cutting device, preassembled in only one block and 
controlled by a microprocessor. Suitable to convert and modernize old rapier or 
shuttle looms with weaving width from 1000 up to 8500 mm. by operation 
with only one bandrapier crossing the shed, mechanical driven or by Servomotors 
with electronic control.

Technological innovations in

the wire and technical fabric

production process

T300 0.05 0.4
T600 0.40 1.60

T1000 0.40 2.00
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Via Stucchi, 33 -  22075 
Lurate Caccivio (CO) - Italy 

Tel. +39 031.390991 
Fax +39 031.390991
e-mail: tec@trinca.it
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